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ABSTRACT
Objectives: Network analysis is increasingly applied to psychopathology research. 
We used it to examine the core phenomenology of emerging bipolar disorder (BD I 
and II) and ‘at risk’ presentations (major depression with a family history of BD).
Methodology: The study sample comprised a community cohort of 1867 twin and 
nontwin siblings (57% female; mean age ~26) who had completed self- report ratings 
of (i) depression- like, hypomanic- like and psychotic- like experiences; (ii) family history 
of BD; and (iii) were assessed for mood and psychotic syndromes using the Composite 
International Diagnostic Interview (CIDI). Symptom networks were compared for re-
cent onset BD versus other cohort members and then for individuals at risk of BD 
(depression with/without a family history of BD).
Results: The four key symptoms that differentiated recent onset BD from other co-
hort members were: anergia, psychomotor speed, hypersomnia and (less) loss of con-
fidence. The four key symptoms that differentiated individuals at high risk of BD from 
unipolar depression were anergia, psychomotor speed, impaired concentration and 
hopelessness. However, the latter network was less stable and more error prone.
Conclusions: We are encouraged by the overlaps between our findings and those 
from two recent publications reporting network analyses of BD psychopathology, 
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1  |  INTRODUC TION

In the last decade, there has been an exponential increase in the 
interest in network analysis in psychiatry.1 A primary reason for 
this is the potential utility of using networks to understand phe-
nomenology that occurs across a range of diagnostic categories 
(by examining so- called bridging or communicating symptoms) 
or to gain insights into psychopathology within diagnostic sub-
types. This strategy may be useful for bipolar disorders (BD) 
given that the symptoms overlap with depressive, psychotic and 
other disorders and also that symptoms may differ across the BD 
spectrum.2- 4

To briefly summarize the approach, network analysis describes a 
set of procedures based on the modelling of dynamic systems.5 The 
technique provides a graphical representation of the nodes (individ-
ual factors and variables) and edges (connections and links among 
nodes).6,7 In psychopathology studies, the methodology has intui-
tive appeal because visual inspection of the network plot allows easy 
identification of the potential role or importance of specific symp-
toms and their interconnections. However, to date, network analysis 
has been used less frequently in research in BD compared with other 
mood or psychotic disorders.8

To our knowledge, there are only six BD publications. The first 
was by Koenders et al,9 who examined phenomenology in BD pa-
tients categorized into three subgroups that were followed over 
2 years. They found that different symptoms were associated 
with each group, for example, low self- esteem and psychomotor 
slowness played a central role in the depression network whilst 
impaired concentration and suicidality were more influential in 
the cyclicity group. Other network analyses compared BD with 
another disorder: one examined cognition in BD and unipolar 
depression (UP),10 another examined negative symptoms in BD 
and schizophrenia,11 whereas a small- scale study compared pos-
itive and negative affect in BD and healthy controls.12 Of rele-
vance to this article, are two recent larger- scale studies. Corponi 
et al.13 studied >2000 middle- aged adults with acute depression 
who were classified into UP and BD groups. A comparison of the 
network plots of clinician- rated symptoms did not demonstrate 
significant differences in overall network strength or structure be-
tween the two groups, but some ‘mixed state’ symptoms, appetite 
gain and hypersomnia were associated with the BD rather than 
UP network. Only one BD study has examined symptom networks 

in children and adolescents.14 The sample comprised 272 partic-
ipants with an age range of about 9– 18 who were recruited into 
two randomized controlled trials (RCTs) of family interventions. 
About half had BD I or II whereas the remainder were individu-
als at high risk of BD (defined as BD NOS or depression with a 
family history of BD). Network analysis of observer ratings from 
a structured clinical interview with a parent (of the children and 
adolescents participating in the study) identified that fatigue, hy-
peractivity and depressed mood were prominent symptoms in BD 
cases whereas mood lability and irritability were important symp-
toms in individuals at risk of BD. These two BD studies are import-
ant, but the former addresses older adults and the latter identifies 
youth attending specialist clinics, further selected to participate 
in RCTs.

The current study examines symptom networks in a large, longi-
tudinal community cohort of youth in the peak age range for onset 
of mood and psychotic disorders (i.e., about 15– 25 years). It builds 
on the existing research in several important ways. First, it estimates 
networks of self- reported rather than observer- rated phenomenol-
ogy in first episode and recent onset BD (allowing us to explore phe-
nomena of importance to youth and compare these to ratings used 
for traditional diagnostic criteria). Second, it examines a broader 
range of psychopathology extending beyond depressive (DLE) and 
hypo/manic- like experiences (HMLE) to include psychotic- like expe-
riences (PLE). Furthermore, it compares networks between selected 
subgroups of youth (and uses statistical tests to determine network 
differences). Also, we use this study as an opportunity to contribute 
to a wider discussion of the use of network analysis in research in 
youth, BD and psychopathology.

Key aims of the study are to explore self- reported phenomenol-
ogy that may differentiate:

(i) individuals with BD from ‘non- BD’ cohort members, and
(ii) individuals at high risk of BD (major depression with a positive 

family history BD) from those with major depression without a 
family history of BD.

2  |  METHODS

Ethical approval was obtained from the Human Research Ethics 
Committee at the Queensland Berghofer Institute of Medical 

especially as the studies recruited from different populations and employed differ-
ent network models. However, the advantages of applying network analysis to youth 
mental health cohorts (which include many individuals with multimorbidity) must be 
weighed against the disadvantages including basic issues such as judgements regard-
ing the selection of items for inclusion in network models.

K E Y W O R D S
activation, bipolar disorder, network analysis, risk factors, sleep- wake cycle
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Research (QIMR Berghofer) for all Brisbane Longitudinal Twin 
Study (BLTS) research projects (reference numbers: EC00278 and 
P1212).

Here, we summarize key elements of the methodology. 
However, we also provide extensive online supplementary materials 
(Appendices S1– S3) that provide more detailed information. For ex-
ample, the current study follows the Strengthening the Reporting of 
Observational Studies in Epidemiology guidelines,15 but the STROBE 
checklist is included in Appendix S1. Likewise, an overview of the 
BLTS protocol and a study flow chart are provided in Appendix S2 
(and other detailed descriptions of the all the assessments under-
taken are published elsewhere16- 18). Appendix S2 gives an extended 
version of the network analysis strategy.

To briefly summarize, the BLTS is a community- based cohort 
study of twins and their non- twin siblings living in the greater 
Brisbane area. It began in 1992 and participants were recruited via 
media appeals and word of mouth. Written informed consent was 
obtained from all potential participants (parental consent was ob-
tained for individuals aged <18 years). Individuals entered the study 
from age 12 onwards, but potential participants were excluded if 
parental report indicated a history of head injuries, neurological 
or preexisting psychiatric conditions, substance abuse or depen-
dence and/or taking medications with significant central nervous 
system effects. Repeated follow- ups have been undertaken at ap-
proximately three to five yearly intervals. Individuals who miss one 
follow- up are invited to participate again at the next wave. Below, 
we provide a synopsis of key information about assessments under-
taken from 2009 onwards (referred to as the 19Up and 25Up follow- 
ups) that are relevant to this article.

2.1  |  Cohort for this study

De- identified individual data were extracted from the BLTS dataset 
according to the following eligibility criteria: the individual had com-
pleted self- report ratings of mental health symptoms (between ~15 
and 19 years) and that data regarding the Composite International 
Diagnostic Interview (CIDI)19 and FH of mental disorders were avail-
able from the 19Up or 25Up waves, respectively. Due to the nesting 
of this data collection within a dense longitudinal framework, self- 
report and other assessments can be linked to data collected from 
earlier waves of the study.16 Further, the current study design en-
sured that participants had undertaken key self- ratings and mental 
health assessments during the peak age range for onset of mood and 
psychotic disorders.18

2.2  |  Assessments

2.2.1  |  Demographics

Data on age at completion of assessments, sex, zygosity, education 
and employment status are reported in Table 1.

2.2.2  |  Diagnosis of BD I and II

We used the CIDI to determine the presence or absence of a range 
of DSM- IV disorders and their age at onset.19 For this study, we re-
port the presence or absence of BD (defined as BD I or II) and then 
examine cases of major depression (UP with/without family history 
of BD). Also, we provide information on the number of individuals 
who met criteria for a CIDI psychotic syndrome (with or without a 
mood episode). It should be noted that presence of any current or 
past lifetime comorbidities was not an exclusion criterion for this 
study and, as expected in epidemiological studies of youth, ~20% 
of BLTS cohort members met criteria for ≥1 lifetime mental disorder 
(with ~16% reporting ≥1 comorbidity).

2.2.3  |  Self- reported phenomenology

The items included in the self- report rating scales are listed in 
Table 2 (see Appendix S2 for descriptions of rating scales). These 
three subsets of symptoms represent cooccurring phenomena that 
are most often associated with episodes of depression, hypo/mania 
and psychosis; the ratings demonstrate good test- retest reliability 
(interclass correlations =0.8).20,21 The three self- rating scales were 
completed at the same time and include the following:

TA B L E  1  Key characteristics of the study cohort

Characteristic N = 1867

Mean age in years (with 95% CI) 26.4 (22.7, 29.5)

Number (%)

Females 1064 (57%)

Educational level: Junior or senior school only 336 (18%)

Full- time employment 1120 (60%)

Civil status: Single 1046 (56%)

Zygositya 

Monozygotic twins: Females/males 335 (18%)/243 
(13%)

Dizygotic twins: Same sex/both sexes 355 (19%)/356 
(19%)

Nontwin siblings 578 (31%)

CIDI diagnosis

BD 1 or II 113 (6%)

Depression 484 (26%)

Psychosisb  84 (4%)

Family history of bipolar disorder 57 (3%)

% reported to the nearest whole number.
Abbreviations: CI, confidence intervals; CIDI: Composite International 
Diagnostic Interview.
aOdd numbers indicate only one cotwin was assessed. 
bCIDI does not include ratings of negative symptoms, so this diagnosis 
represents a psychotic syndrome with or without a mood episode (see 
Appendix S2 for details). 
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a. Hypomanic- like experiences (HMLE)— identified by five items 
that mirror the DSM- IV criteria and published ‘at risk’ criteria.21

b. Psychotic- like experiences (PLE)— identified by six items that 
assess sub- types of positive psychotic- like experiences most 
strongly associated with distress and poor functioning.22

c. Depressive- like experiences (DLE)— identified using the 12- 
item version of the Somatic and Psychological Health Report 
(SPHERE) which assesses the occurrence of a range of somatic 
and psychological symptoms of depression.23

2.2.4  |  Family history of BD

Family history of major mental disorders was assessed using an 
online questionnaire based on the Family History Screen.24 In this 
study, we used data from the dichotomous ratings (reporting the 

presence or absence of family history) and only extracted informa-
tion about family history of bipolar disorders (FH of BD). If ratings 
were missing, responses were rated as ‘don't know’ or were unclear, 
we coded the item as indicating the absence of a FH of BD.

2.3  |  Statistical analyses

Statistical analysis was performed using RStudio (version 1.3) soft-
ware. Descriptive statistics (means and 95% confidence intervals 
(CI); proportions, etc.) were used to characterize the study sample 
(see Table 1). We report the rates of endorsement of individual 
DLE, HMLE and PLE items, but these data are not analysed sepa-
rately (using univariate approaches) as the items form the core vari-
ables examined in the network analyses (Table 2). As explained in 
Appendix S2, the cohort members are considered singletons in the 
reported analyses.

Item number Item description
N endorsing the item
(total N = 1867)

Percentage
(%)a 

Depressive symptoms

D1 Nervous/tense 427 23

D2 Unhappy/depressed 348 19

D3 Feel stressed 591 32

D4 Feel overwhelmed 537 29

D5 Loss of confidence 395 21

D6 Hopelessness 266 14

D7 Somatic pain 499 27

D8 Hypersomnia 766 41

D9 Fatigue 454 24

D10 Impaired sleep (quality) 755 40

D11 Impaired concentration 493 26

D12 Anergia 557 30

Hypo/manic symptoms

HM1 Feeling elated 872 47

HM2 Increased self- esteem 750 40

HM3 Need less sleep 464 25

HM4 Increased psychomotor speed 
(speech)

515 28

HM5 Increased activity (physical) 643 34

Psychotic symptoms

P1 Thoughts not your own 64 3

P2 Third party auditory hallucinations 24 1

P3 Hearing voices (when alone) 73 4

P4 Feeling threatened by others 91 5

P5 Thinking people are against you 131 7

P6 Thought withdrawal 28 2

If no individual rating was available for an item, it was classed as ‘not endorsed’ (see text for 
details).
Abbreviation: N, number.
aPercentages reported to nearest whole number. 

TA B L E  2  Proportion of the cohort that 
endorse each item listed in the three self- 
report scales
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2.4  |  Network analysis

Several statistical applications can be used for network analysis and 
the optimal combination of outputs varies according to study aims.25 
The rational and details about the model employed here are pro-
vided in Appendix S2. Below, we summarize our approach which is 
adapted from previous studies of complex categorical datasets.4

2.4.1  |  Network estimation and visualization

We estimated the connections between the HMLE, DLE and PLE 
items.

a. in the entire study cohort subdivided according to the presence 
or absence of BD

b. in the subset of the cohort with major depression subdivided ac-
cording to the presence or absence of FH of BD.

To harmonize the dataset for network analysis, we used a ‘+1 
versus −1’ binary coding system for dichotomous (present/absent) 
ratings26 with sporadic missing items were coded as absent.27 As 
we were analysing dichotomous (binary) data, we used the eLASSO 
(least absolute shrinkage and selection operator)28 network estima-
tion technique with the final model selection based on the extended 
Bayesian Information Criterion (eBIC).6,26 This enables the selection 
of simpler models and it is highly effective for estimating weighted 
networks from binary data28,29 as the procedure results in the re-
moval of some edges from the network (which are most likely to be 
due to ‘noise’). However, it should be noted that it often leads to some 
variables being excluded from network comparison models (if the be-
tween group variance tends towards zero). For example, three PLE 
items (P1, P2 and P6) were automatically excluded from the primary 
network analysis (BD cases versus the rest of the BLTS cohort) and 
these same three items plus P3 (hearing voices) were excluded from 
the second analysis.

We then generated network diagrams using the Fruchterman and 
Reingold algorithm 30 which computes the optimal layout for the plot 
so that HMLE, PLE and/or DLE items with stronger and/or more inter-
connections are placed closer to each other and more centrally in the 
network.31 In the figures, we include in the paper, green edges rep-
resent positive associations between nodes and red edges represent 
negative associations, whereas the thickness of the connecting lines 
indicates the edge weight which reflects the strength of association. 
To improve interpretability, the figures focus on the connections that 
show moderate or strong associations (which equates to an odds ratio 
of ≥1.5).32

2.4.2  |  Centrality analysis

To help interpret the importance of individual HMLE, DLE and PLE 
items in the network plots, it is useful to calculate normalized scores 

for three key indices of node centrality33 (as these indicate the role 
or influence of a node within a network). The indices are called: 
Betweenness (the number of times that a node lies on the shortest 
path between two other nodes which aids identification of nodes 
that may be ‘hubs’); Closeness (average distance from the node to all 
other nodes in the network; this, so- called ‘Manhattan’ distance is 
a measure of how close a node is to all other nodes); and Strength, 
which is also referred to as Degree (absolute sum of edge weights 
connected to node which aids estimation of the total involvement 
of a node in the network). In the results section we primarily com-
ment on findings for Degree as this is a useful marker of the overall 
importance of a node in the network and highlight the four variables 
(i.e., top 25% items) with centrality indices that most clearly differ-
entiate between networks. We also used bootstrapping techniques 
so that we can comment on the stability of edges and node strength 
(together these provide an estimate of the accuracy of edges in the 
network and stability of the order of centrality. We summarize the 
findings in the text; additional data are reported in the supplemen-
tary material).

2.4.3  |  Network comparison test

We compared the networks using the network comparison test 
(NCT) which examines differences in the structure and global 
strength (weighted absolute sum of all edges in the network) of the 
different pairs of networks.34,35

3  |  RESULTS

As shown in Table 1, 1867 individuals (57% female) were eligi-
ble for inclusion in the network analysis. Their mean age was 
about 26 years, 56% of participants were single and 60% were in 
full- time employment. About one third of the sample were mo-
nozygotic twins, with similar proportions of dizygotic twins and 
nontwin siblings. According to the CIDI, 113 individuals (6%) met 
diagnostic criteria for BD I (n = 34) or BD II (n = 79) and a further 
484 (26%) had a major depression. About 4% of the study cohort 
had experienced a psychotic syndrome (N = 84). The median age 
at onset of a mood disorder was about 19 years and for psychosis 
was about 23 years. Overall, 3% of the cohort (N = 57) reported 
a FH of BD; eight of these individuals did not report a mood dis-
order; nine had a diagnosis of BD and 40 had a diagnosis of major 
depression.

The median age of completion of the three self- rating scales 
was about 17 years (see Scott et al, 2020b). As shown in Table 2, 
the number of individuals who endorsed each self- rated item 
ranged from one percent (P2: third party auditory hallucinations) 
to 47% (HM1: feeling elated). Overall, the median prevalence of 
positive endorsements of HMLE and DLE items was similar (25%– 
26%), whereas each PLE items was endorsed by less than 10% of 
the cohort.
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3.1  |  Comparison of symptom networks in BD 
cases and non- BD cohort members

Figure 1 shows the network plots for 20 nodes (self- rated phenom-
enology) in 113 individuals with BD (Figure 1A) compared with 1754 
individuals without BD (Figure 1B).

As can be seen, the positive and negative connections between 
symptoms are greater in the BD network and centrally located nodes 
such as psychomotor speed (HM4) and poor sleep quality (D10) show 
more interconnections (betweenness) in the BD versus non- BD net-
work plot. Interestingly, whilst elation (HM1) and increased self- esteem 
(HM2) are strongly interconnected, they are not a centrally located, nor 
are they directly linked to other hypomanic phenomenology in either 
network. Furthermore, there are few and/or only weak links between 
either of these phenomena and the other items in the ‘non- BD’ network.

The centrality indices for these networks are shown in Figure 2. 
The right- hand column entitled ‘Degree’ (the measure of strength), 
indicates that three HMLE items (sleep, psychomotor speed, activ-
ity), four DLE items (anergia: D12; hypersomnia: D8; sad mood: D2; 
nervous tension: D1) and two PLE items related to paranoia (P4 and 
P5) have important/influential roles in the BD network. However, 
the four key variables that differentiate between BD and non- BD 
networks were: anergia, psychomotor speed, hypersomnia, and loss 
of confidence, with the latter being the only variable to be increased 
in the non- BD network (also see Table S1). The NCT confirms that 
the network structure for the BD and non- BD plots differed signifi-
cantly (NCT test statistic 1.61; p = 0.038). (For details of stability of 
edge and centrality indices, see Figures S1 and S2).

3.2  |  Comparison of symptom networks in 
cases of major depression with or without a family 
history of BD

The networks plots for major depression with FH of BD (n = 40) or 
without an FH of BD (n = 444) were generated using 19 self- report 
items (see Figure 3A,B). As shown, both the betweenness and edge 
weights are greater in the network of major depression without FH 
of BD than in network of major depression with FH of BD (although 
this may partly be a consequence of the ×10- fold difference in sub-
sample sizes). Interestingly, anergia (D12) shows high levels of be-
tweenness and is quite centrally located in both plots.

Other comparisons of these two networks are easier to interpret by 
inspecting the centrality plot shown in Figure 4. The right- hand column 
on Degree indicates that five DLE and two HMLE symptoms differ-
entiate the ‘FH of BD (positive)’ network from the ‘no FH of BD’ net-
work, with the four key variables being: anergia, psychomotor speed, 
impaired concentration, and hopelessness (for centrality measures for 
each variable see Table S2). Although there was a trend towards sta-
tistical differences in network structure, the network comparison test 
was not significant. Furthermore, the centrality indices for this analy-
sis are less stable (see Figures S3 and S4). Given these indicators, the 
findings of this network analysis are less robust than the first model.

4  |  DISCUSSION

The current study is important for several reasons, not least be-
cause of the relative paucity of research on symptom networks in 
BD. First, we will consider the main clinical and research implica-
tions of this study for other BD projects. Then we note the study 
limitations and lastly, we consider whether there is any added value 

F I G U R E  1  Network Plots for presence or absence of BD. Brief 
note on the interpretation of network plots— HMLE, PLE and/or 
DLE items with stronger and/or more interconnections are placed 
closer to each other and more centrally in the network. Green 
edges represent positive associations between nodes and red edges 
represent negative associations. The thickness of the connecting 
lines indicates the edge weight which reflects the strength of 
association. D1, nervous/tense; D2, unhappy/depressed; D3, 
feel stressed; D4, feel overwhelmed; D5, lost confidence; D6, 
hopelessness; D7, somatic pain; D8, hypersomnia; D9, fatigue; D10, 
poor sleep quality; D11, poor concentration; D12, anergia; HM1, 
feeling elated; HM2, increased self- confidence/self- esteem; HM3, 
need less sleep; HM4, increased psychomotor speed (speech); 
HM5, increased activity (physical); P3, hearing voices (when alone); 
P4, feeling threatened by others; P5, thinking people are against 
you. NB, three PLE items (P1, P2 and P6) were automatically 
excluded from the network analysis

(A) BD Network 

 
(B) Non-BD Network 
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in employing network analysis in general psychopathology studies 
of youth.

Clinically, there are three findings reported here that we think 
shed light on the phenomenology of emerging BD. First, network 
analysis revealed that anergia and psychomotor speed are influ-
ential nodes for the symptom structure reported by groups tar-
geted in this study, namely individuals with recent onset BD and 
those at above average risk of BD onset (i.e., those with major 
depression and a positive FH of BD). Further, it is worthwhile 
highlighting that our cohort were all recruited from the commu-
nity rather than secondary care or specialist clinical settings (and 
so these findings are less influenced by so- called Berkson's bias 
that may affect clinical studies). Second, when we compared re-
cent onset BD to all cohort members who do not have a diagnosis 
of BD (i.e., >1300 youth, some of whom met diagnostic criteria 
for other mental disorders), we again found that anergia and psy-
chomotor speed plus hypersomnia, (and probably less impairment 
in confidence) were the nodes in the symptom network that best 
differentiated between these subgroups. Additionally, the NCT 
showed that these network plots differed significantly from each 
other. Third, self- reported items regarding elation and increased 
self- esteem show a strong positive interconnection in this cohort 
of community- residing youth, but these two nodes do not appear 
to be any more influential in the symptom network for BD than in 
the non- BD network. We interpret this as meaning that, in this age 
group, these two symptoms do not specifically identify individu-
als with BD versus those without BD. This finding about elation 
and increased self- esteem contrasts markedly with the finding 
that items relating to rest- activity rhythms (i.e., activity/energy 
and sleep profile) have a central role in symptom networks for BD 

in youth. However, it is not without precedent as it is supported 
by some of the results of the two previous studies of psychopa-
thology in BD.13,14 Furthermore, the agreement between studies 
is especially noteworthy given the obvious differences in sampling 
frames, assessment tools and network models/metrics selected. 
Also, our findings about the importance of sleep- wake phenomena 
concur with results reported in community and offspring studies 
that use different analytic strategies.36- 39 If these findings are rep-
licated, they will add support to the view that activation rather 
than mood state alone may be a core feature of BD and/or is par-
ticularly important in adolescents and young adults. We believe 
this indicates these phenomena warrant greater consideration as 
treatment targets.40 Lastly, a notable difference in findings be-
tween our study and Weintraub et al.14 was that the latter also 
found evidence that mood and irritability were important network 
symptoms. This between- study inconsistency may actually shed 
light on differences in network structures across BD subtypes 
as Weintraub et al.14 included a broader range of BD subtypes in 
their study (including spectrum disorders and BD NOS), whereas 
we included cases of BD I and II only.

Despite the encouraging agreement between the studies high-
lighted above, it is important to sound a note of caution about 
network analysis. This is a rapidly evolving field,1 and although 
several experts have emphasized the enormous potential of this 
approach,8 other respected researchers have commented that 
there are unresolved problems ranging from circularity of argu-
ments about symptom connections, concerns about model selec-
tion, handling missing data, and uncertainties regarding reliability 
and replicability of models.6,41- 43 Many of these issues apply to 
other multivariate analytic models, but we acknowledge they 

F I G U R E  2  Centrality plot for BD (BDI_II) and non- BD networks (see text for details). D1, nervous/tense; D2, unhappy/depressed; D3, 
feel stressed; D4, feel overwhelmed; D5, lost confidence; D6, hopelessness; D7, somatic pain; D8, hypersomnia; D9, fatigue; D10, poor sleep 
quality; D11, poor concentration; D12, anergia; HM1, feeling elated; HM2, increased self- confidence/self- esteem; HM3, need less sleep; 
HM4, increased psychomotor speed (speech); HM5, increased activity (physical); P3: hearing voices (when alone); P4, feeling threatened by 
others; P5, thinking people are against you
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may influence our and other studies. Research- wise, these con-
cerns may be addressed by further studies, but also by greater 
understanding of the advantages and disadvantages of applying 
network analysis. For example, there is no consensus currently 
on which symptoms to examine in networks for BD and differ-
ent approaches to these basic issues have been employed by the 
three psychopathology studies. In the network analysis under-
taken by Corponi et al.,13 they included all the items representing 
the DSM IV criteria for depression in the network model plus a 

clinician rating of ‘mixed symptoms’ using a researcher- designed 
scale with unknown psychometric properties. Weintraub et al.14 
used a well- established observer rating of the presence and sever-
ity of core phenomenology of mania and depression, with symp-
toms assessed in a clinical sample selected for inclusion in two 
RCTs. In contrast, we included data about a similar total number 
of items but focused on self- ratings of symptoms but also included 
psychotic phenomena. Like Weintraub et al.l4, we assessed the 
potential influence of FH of BD, but we used a simpler and less 
reliable rating. Another potential limitation of the current study is 
the reliance on a cohort that included twins and nontwin siblings. 
Although we undertook some preliminary work to determine if the 
cohort data could be analysed as singletons (see statistical section 
in Appendix S2), we of course recognize that our findings will re-
quire replication in a non- twin sample. Furthermore, some of the 
findings in the ‘at risk of BD’ subgroup must be treated with cau-
tion as some of the network analysis metrics suggest that the find-
ings are less reliable. These and other limitations of the current 
study along with the other concerns previously outlined must be 
considered when comparing similarities and differences between 
published network analyses and warrant consideration when un-
dertaking network analyses in the future.

The next question is whether there are any additional benefits 
in applying network analysis in studies of psychopathology in youth. 
Our view, after undertaking this study, is that this is a useful option 
for statistical, clinical, and conceptual reasons. For example, network 
analysis offers a more nuanced approach to other well- regarded 
non- parametric statistical procedures,4 and the model does not rely 
on assumptions that hinder other statistical approaches (such as 
normality or sample size requirements, etc.).25 Clinically, it is espe-
cially helpful in exploring populations with high levels of psychiatric 
comorbidity44,45 as network analysis focuses more on exploration 
of co- occurring symptoms and their relationships (rather than un-
derlying causes of symptoms).46 We would also argue that, by using 
self- ratings, our study also recognizes the importance of what Hens 
et al.46 refer to as ‘intentional information’ (about mental states) as 
conveyed by those with or without the disorder and that this bet-
ter reflects the lived experience of the symptoms. Also, self- ratings 
avoid the risk that clinicians (or the assessment tools they use) im-
pose a priori criteria for determining the presumed importance of 
selected symptoms.47,48

4.1  |  Conclusions

Recent decades have seen the emergence of robust evidence that 
the peak age range for onset of adult- pattern BD is about 15– 
25 years and furthermore that individuals with a major depres-
sive episode and a FH of BD are at high risk of early transition 
BD. We selected subgroups representing recent onset BD and 
individuals at high risk of developing BD and employed network 
analyses to estimate the role and importance of self- rated symp-
toms in these subgroups as compared with other adolescents and 

F I G U R E  3  Network plots for unipolar depression with or 
without a family history of bipolar disorder (FH BD). Brief note 
on the interpretation of network plots— items with stronger and/
or more interconnections are placed closer to each other and 
more centrally in the network. Green edges represent positive 
associations between nodes and red edges represent negative 
associations. The thickness of the connecting lines indicates 
the edge weight which reflects the strength of association. D1, 
nervous/tense; D2, unhappy/depressed; D3, feel stressed; D4, feel 
overwhelmed; D5, lost confidence; D6, hopelessness; D7, somatic 
pain; D8, hypersomnia; D9, fatigue; D10, poor sleep quality; D11, 
poor concentration; D12, anergia; HM1, feeling elated; HM2, 
increased self- confidence/self- esteem; HM3, need less sleep; HM4, 
increased psychomotor speed (speech); HM5, increased activity 
(physical); P4, feeling threatened by others; P5, thinking people are 
against you. Four PLE items (P1, P2, P3 and P6) were automatically 
excluded from the network analysis

(A)Depression with FH of BD 

 
 (B) Depression without FH of BD 
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young adults included the same study cohort. We identified that 
influential nodes that are common to networks for recent onset 
BD and at- risk individuals include anergia and psychomotor speed; 
results that are similar to those reported in two broadly compara-
ble studies. These findings indicate that activity/energy (and pos-
sibly sleep- wake cycle) symptoms warrant further exploration as 
central features of emerging BD and deserve more attention as 
treatment targets.

Readers please note: We have focused on selected key outputs 
from the network estimations undertaken but we generated ad-
ditional outputs and more detailed statistics and network metrics 
from these analyses (or other exploratory analyses). Some are shown 
in the Supporting Information, but other can be obtained from the 
authors upon reasonable request.
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